PIDE unveils much-awaited Sludge Audit - Islamabad
Post

ISLAMABAD, APR 26 /DNA/ – Pakistan Institute of Development Economics (PIDE) unveiled
its much-awaited study titled, ‘PIDE Sludge Audit’ at the Gun and Country Club, Islamabad. The
sludge means unjustified frictions that make it difficult for people to achieve what they want,
frictions that make processes difficult to navigate and entail burdens, and unnecessary interaction
between citizens and public institutions – administrative burdens. A few examples may include,
complicated application forms, duplicative paperwork, waiting in queues to get a task done, and
securing attestations/verifications.
The question may arise why does sludge matter? It matters because it constrains GDP growth,
costs the economy in terms of waste of resources, reinforces inequality, and can also be used as a
tool for rent-seeking.
It is pertinent to note that PIDE is the first research think tank in Pakistan that has attempted to
quantify sludge. PIDE has quantified sludge considering three dimensions: time consumed,
monetary cost, and psychological cost. Through its sludge reports, PIDE aims to highlight the
sludge involved in different activities, and induce the concerned agencies to work for reducing
sludge. Then it intends to pin down areas where sludge can be reduced either by shortening the
procedure or through digitization. The estimated cost of sludge to the economy is staggering.
According to the PIDE Sludge Audit, in various sectors, the sludge at the national level costs
Pakistan 39% of the GDP.
The PIDE conference on sludge primarily focused on sludge audits of the Islamabad-based real
estate sector and health sector, both having four studies each. The real estate part includes sludge
audits of obtaining permission for a high rise building from the Capital Development Authority
(CDA), obtaining permission and residential construction from the Capital Development Authority
(CDA), obtaining construction permission from the environmental protection agency, and buying
and selling a plot in a private housing society. The health sector section includes sludge reports on
setting up a pharmaceutical unit, a private hospital, a diagnostic center, and setting up a pharmacy.
Dr. Idrees Khawaja, Chief of, Research and Dr. Ahmed Waqar Qasim, Research Economist at

PIDE presented the studies. Both researchers proposed slashing various steps, encouraging
digitization and letting go of ‘control’ culture, to cut down the cost of sludge.
Representatives the from Ministry of Planning Development and Special Initiatives, Board of
Investment (BoI), CDA, EPA, Islamabad Healthcare Regulatory Authority, Federal Public Service
Commission (FPSC), Drug Regulatory Authority of Pakistan (DRAP), and academicians attended
the conference.
The study was supported by Research for Social Transformation and Advancement (RASTA) – a
flagship research program of PIDE. It is the largest social sciences research network in Pakistan.
RASTA’s mission is to develop a research culture and network of academia and think tanks across
Pakistan producing high-quality, evidence-based policy research to inform Pakistan’s public policy
process.
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